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___
Over the next few days there will be much spoken about, thought of and played from
the music of Bach. I would like to take this 30 minute recital to introduce to you some of
the tonal possibilities of this instrument for the music of Bach as I have come to enjoy
exploring it over the past few months since the organ was installed.

The organ does however speak another language. I hope you will find that Hellmuth
Wolff’s organ here at Christ Church Cathedral is also very well suited to the music of the
French Romantics. I also thought it would be a good idea to let the organ “stretch its
legs” a bit! At the end of the Franck Chorale, pretty well the whole instrument will be
singing its heart out.
--- M. Gormley
___

A dance for two, a close relationship between two people or things, a step for two—pas
de deux describes the musical relationship between Germany and Italy already from the
early sixteenth century. Italy can be viewed as the leading partner, Germany as the
follower. Indeed, the Italian approach to form, figuration, and embellishment served as
the model for centuries to come in Northern Europe. As with any dance, individuality
and collectivity exist with every step, every gesture. Imitation is accepted fully, or
embraced with more flexibility. So it is with the Italian style in the North. We hear
distinct elements of the Venetian toccata in Sweelinck’s Toccata, for example, although
they are fused with some of Sweelinck’s favorite keyboard techniques: echo effects,
triadic imitation, and inventive scalar figuration.
Other northerners, such as Johann Sebastian Bach and his cousin, Johann Gottfried
Walther, educated themselves intimately in the latest Italian developments by
transcribing fashionable concertos. Here, most certainly, is the dance step one of
imitation. By arranging these chamber works for solo keyboard performance, these
composers brought Italian music not only into their homes or churches but into their
own compositions as well. Elements of the concerto form and especially of Italianate
string figuration abound in the free compositions of Bach and his circle. Krebs, as a
student of Bach, clearly draws on this “Germanicized” Italian toccata style in both the
prelude and fugue. The opening virtuosic figuration—here performed with echoes
reminiscent of the Sweelinck school—represents a close step in the Italian-German
dance. While Krebs imitates certain features of the Italian style, he also creates a new
and distinctive path.
While Albright may be viewed by some as bordering on the avant garde, he too dances
between tradition and innovation. Fashioned as a lamento, this particular movement
plays to our emotions not with traditional chromaticism, but with surprising changes of
texture, harmony, and clusters. Albright’s music seems to beckon the listener as a dance
partner—one who is both sympathetic and questioning.
--- E. Johnson
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